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Abstract. Gesture-based interfaces offer the possibility of an intuitive
command language for assistive robotics and ubiquitous computing. As
an individual’s health changes with age, their ability to consistently per-
form standard gestures may decrease, particularly towards the end of
life. Thus, such interfaces will need to be capable of learning commands
which are not choreographed ahead of time by the system designers.
This circumstance illustrates the need for a system which engages in
lifelong learning and is capable of discerning new gestures and the user’s
desired response to them. This paper describes an innovative approach
to lifelong learning based on clustered gesture representations identified
through the Growing Neural Gas algorithm. The simulated approach uti-
lizes a user-generated reward signal to progressively refine the response
of an assistive robot toward a preferred goal configuration.

Keywords: machine learning, gesture recognition, human-robot inter-
action, assistive robotics.

1 Introduction

As the population ages, their desire to retain a level of independence in the face of
diminished mobility and health will increasingly draw upon assistive technologies
to facilitate essential Activities of Daily Living (ADLs). The work described in
this paper is motivated by a dearth of technologies that might provide adequate
support of these essential ADLs. Effective design, deployment, and use of such
technologies are seen as critical to promoting an improved quality of life and
prolonged independence for the user. The Assistive Robotic Table (ART) project
begun at Clemson University seeks to develop an intelligent class of assistive
devices and services which are highly integrated into the built environment. In
so doing, the environment becomes an adaptive partner to facilitate aging in
place for users whose ability levels are changing.
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Non-verbal communication interfaces, and in particular, gesture-based inter-
faces offer the possibility of an intuitive command language for assistive robotics
and ubiquitous computing. However, as an individual’s health evolves with age,
their ability to perform standard gestures consistently may decrease, particularly
towards the end of life. The envisioned non-verbal communication loop between
a user and the ART appliance (a robotic version of the standard over-the-bed
table) is depicted in Fig. 1.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 1. (a) The non-verbal communication loop of the Assistive Robotic Table. The
focus of this work is on the emergent (learned) response of this device to the user. (b)
A recent project artifact.

In addition, for impaired or unskilled users, such interfaces will need to be
capable of learning commands whose choreography is not strictly prescribed by
the system designers. These circumstances illustrate the need for a system which
engages in lifelong learning [1] and is capable of discerning new gestures and the
user’s desired response to them. The reported research targets the ART appliance
and presents an approach which learns a user’s preferred three-dimensional con-
figuration of the appliance for tasks performed in a healthcare or home setting.
Results are based on arm-scale gesture motions collected from human partici-
pants and interactions using a simulated human user which controls the appli-
cation of a success indicator (reward) signal.
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Extending past work by the authors [2], a system based on the Growing Neural
Gas (GNG) algorithm [3] is used in this research to create an active mapping
between performed gestures and robotic actuations. The proposed method takes
advantage of the user’s broad view of the problem space to selectively apply
positive rewards where robot actions are tending toward the user’s preferred goal
configuration for a given gesture. Corrections in the form of negative rewards are
similarly applied when the agent is diverging from the intended configuration.

Toward practical application with a live human user, a use/training model for
the system is proposed which aims at reducing both the number of observations
of a new gesture required to train ART to desired responses and the effort
borne by the user in doing so. Thus, the success of the proposed approach is
measured in terms of its speed of convergence to the user’s preferred response
in terms of decreasing numbers of cycles of observation and reward. Also, the
ability of the approach to learn new information while retaining past knowledge
is investigated.

This paper is structured as follows. Section 2 presents past research efforts
in lifelong learning and describes their respective advances and shortcomings.
Section 3 discusses specifics of the system design including data representations,
algorithms and the simulation environment. Section 4 discusses the data collec-
tion fixture, and experimentation scenarios. Section 5 presents and interprets the
experimental results. Finally, conclusions and future work are given in section 6.

2 Related Work

Often, the operational life of a learning system is divided into the distinct phases
of learning versus recognition. This paradigm neglects the possibility that the
system may need to acquire new recognition capabilities in the face of a chang-
ing input distribution from its environment. Conventionally, systems forced to
consider new forms of input must reiterate the training phase. In so doing, they
may suffer degradation in their ability to preserve knowledge acquired in the
past. Thus, by extending their recognition capability, the stability of the system
is compromised [1]. This problem is termed the Stability-Plasticity Dilemma [4].
Toward the development of a system which can acquire new gestures as the user
requires, the need for lifelong learning is considered.

A variant of Kohonen’s self-organizing feature map (SOFM) [5], GNG is ca-
pable of tracking a moving distribution, of adding new reference nodes, and of
operating from static input parameters [6]. Given these qualities, GNG is well
suited to the task of gesture recognition where no labelled data is available.
Indeed, since the acquisition of gesture data is often expensive in terms of the
effort and time required of both the user and the researcher, such a technique
which learns online is particularly desirable. Further, the capabilities of GNG to
add nodes and to alter its topology over time suggest that it may be effective
in learning new gestures as they are observed. For these reasons, GNG is the
clustering method employed in this paper.
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The plasticity of the GNG network lies in its ability to add and delete nodes
during normal operation. The feature vectors of new nodes represent input
patterns which differ from those seen in the past and the topology of the net-
work is altered accordingly. Indeed, this feature of GNG is one of the primary
motivations for its selection in this research. Fritzke [3] proposed the incremen-
tal augmentation of GNG based on the periodic assessment of local error at
each node. The node with the largest accumulated local error is the node whose
receptive field (or cell) is too large to adequately represent the distribution of
inputs within the region and which is most in need of a new node to reduce the
global error of the network. However, in this simple form, incremental learning
may result in the addition of a large number of nodes over time. In such a case,
both overfitting at overlapping cluster boundaries and excessive computing time
may ensue. Alternatively, a maximum node count may be set which potentially
limits network plasticity [1].

Fritzke [7] also proposed a utility-based approach (GNG-U) for the resource-
conserving deletion of nodes in order to allow GNG to track non-stationary input
distributions. However, in terms of life-long learning, this approach may remove
nodes which represent past learning and thus leading to instability. Hamker [1]
proposed a method for stategic insertion of nodes using local error thresholds
developed from quality measures based on both long-term and short-term local
error. The method was effective but focused on supervised learning scenarios.
Furao and Hasegawa [8] extend this work to focus on the insertion of nodes in
unsupervised tasks. This method attempts to assign unlabeled data to clusters
autonomously before applying an adaptive similarity threshold based on cluster
size. Input to an existing node is compared to the threshold to determine if it
represents a new pattern class and is thus a candidate site for node insertion.
The method also performs assessment to determine whether a particular inser-
tion effectively reduced the network error in the long-term. Nodes which do not
reduce the error are deemed ineffective and removed. This method, however,
presupposes separable input distributions in order to place nodes in distinct
clusters.

In each of the approaches mentioned above, however, the possibility of online
learning and the need to accommodate a human user/trainer is neglected. The
presence of a human user poses significant challenges in terms of input data
separability and learning rate. As noted in [2], gesture motion data collected
from human participants may be poorly separated and thus, may adversely affect
the speed of convergence for an algorithm dealing with unlabeled input. This
issue becomes especially important when considering the physical and congitive
burden to the user as they perform and apply feedback to potentially large
numbers of gesture samples. Key differentiating features of our research include
the proposal of a use model which reduces the physical burden on the user, and
a method for making gesture classifications for lifelong learning with unlabeled
data. These features are detailed in section 3.
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3 Method

This section describes the gesture set used for experimentation and its relation-
ship to the ART device. Toward the goals of reducing user effort and size require-
ments of the input data set, a use model and training paradigm are detailed.
Also, a novel method for node insertion which preserves network stability while
promoting the rapid learning of new gestures is described. Essential components
of this method including data representation, simulation, reward generation and
action learning based on GNG were first developed in [2].

3.1 Gesture Types

For the experimentation discussed in this paper, six gesture types are considered.
These are selected with the user’s intention in mind and are broadly indicative
of activities in which the user wishes to engage or to have ART support. These
include eat, read, rest, take (take an item away), give (bring an item closer)
and therapy (use the specially designed therapy surface - see Fig. 1b). Although
no particular choreography is required, performance models for these gestures
were taken from the American Sign Language Dictionary [9] for repeatability
among participants. Envisioned goal configurations for these these gestures are
understood to exercise the three degrees of freedom within ART shown in Fig.
2. Their numerical values are mappings to distinct points (x, y, θ) for simulation
purposes. The qualitative labels and their mappings are given in Table 1.

Table 1. 3D goal configurations for ART

Gesture Type Lift Slide Tilt Mapping in (x, y, θ)

eat low center down (−3.95, 3.95, 135o)

read high center up (3.95, 0, 0o)

rest high center down (0, 3.95, 90o)

take high away from user down (−3.95, 0, 180o)

give high toward user down (0, 3.95, 270o)

therapy middle center down (3.95, 1.98, 22.5o)

3.2 Data Collection and Gesture Representation

A representation of gesture motion based on the concept of Dynamic Instants
(DIs) [10] is employed. DIs are defined as the extrema of acceleration in the
motion of an actor. Using the Microsoft Kinect RGB-D sensor [11] to capture
3D depth data for the motion of an actor’s left hand, the five DIs of greatest
magnitude during an isolated five second performance interval are concatenated
to form a gesture motion descriptor (Fig. 3). The sensor was placed at a height
of 75 cm. Participants stood at a distance of 1.3 m in front of the sensor to
perform gesture samples.
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(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 2. The three DOFs of ART: (a) the vertical lifting column, (b) the horizontal
sliding table top and (c) the tilting work surface
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Fig. 3. Feature vector format for a depth-sampled gesture. DIs are concatentated in
chronological order by frame number.

3.3 The Growing Neural Gas Algorithm

The Growing Neural Gas (GNG) algorithm [3] is a vector quantization technique
in which neurons (nodes) represent codebook vectors that encode a submanifold
of input data space. GNG forms connections between nodes and thus preserves a
topological representation of input space in a manner functionally similar to the
Self-Organizing Feature Map (SOFM). It is further capable of adding new nodes
so as to allow for a changing input data distribution. The reader is referred to
[2] for details of the algorithm and its implementation in this research.

3.4 Use Model

A use model is proposed which aims at reducing the physical and cognitive
burden to the user in terms of the number of training iterations required for the
system to fully learn the desired actuation. In this model, the user demonstrates
a single sample of a new gesture to a system which has been pretrained to
respond to a baseline set of gestures. The user then observes the robotic agent’s
incremental attempts to assume a desired configuration. As they do so, the user
provides a series of consecutive rewards until the system is fully trained for that
sample.
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Training (or, path shaping [12],[13]) consists of simple binary rewards r ∈
{−1, 0, 1} (cold, hot, warm, respectively) assigned to incremental movements of
the robot agent in response to the gesture. Movements toward a user-defined goal
are assigned rewards of 1. Movements away from the goal are assigned rewards
of −1. Gestures which, in the course of training, elicit the full and complete
action toward the user’s goal are deemed fully trained and are given a reward of
0. Upon completion of training for a given gesture, the learning policy for the
GNG node (the action associated with that node) is frozen. Thus, any subsequent
similar gesture whose feature vector falls into the receptive field for the same
node require no further training. For the available data set, this approach is
shown to require a human-tolerable number of training iterations.

3.5 Lifelong Learning

As previously stated, the presence of a human trainer represents a key differ-
ence between the past methods described in section 2 and that presented in this
research. Here, input gesture samples are unlabeled and may not be well sepa-
rated. However, using the proposed use model, the user-generated reward may
be considered a binary in-cluster/out-of-cluster indicator. In the case of fully
trained nodes, an input pattern which receives negative rewards when executing
the action vector associated with that node is interpreted to be of a different
class. The cell location indicated by the input feature vector is, then, likely to
be a good candidate site for node insertion and the formation of a new cluster.

In the proposed approach, the local accumulated error of the winner in this
case (the node nearest the input feature vector) is artificially inflated to the
network maximum. At the same time, any nodes in the network whose most
recent reward is negative (cold nodes) are considered for deletion. The GNG
age parameter for connections within the network may loosely be thought of as
being indicative of a node’s nearness to a cluster center. A node with older-aged
connections has previously been matched with fewer incoming patterns in those
regions where its connections are oldest. When the network has reached a de-
fined maximum node count, the cold node with the highest sum of connection
ages is targeted for deletion by the artificial aging of its connections to the max-
imum age limit. If the network is not at the maximum node count, then a new
node may be added without deletion elsewhere in the network. In cases where all
nodes in the network are either fully trained or are receiving positive rewards,
new nodes may be added above the predefined maximum. This effectively re-
laxes the predefined maximum to afford plasticity when needed. This scheme
for node insertion/deletion is summarized in Algorithm 1. In this manner, new
node clusters are allowed to form without catastrophically eliminating existing
knowledge gained through training.

3.6 GNG Network Distance Metrics

Of particular interest in determining cluster membership for the purpose of ges-
ture classification are the intra-node distances and connectivity which emerge
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Algorithm 1. Node insertion/deletion algorithm

1. Apply a gesture input sample.
2. Determine the winner reference node.
3. Perform the winner’s associated action vector.
4. Observe the user-generated reward.
5. if winner is trained and reward is cold or warm then
6. Inflate local error: winner.E = max(refNode[i].E) + 1.
7. if numNodes < maxNodeCnt then
8. A node will be inserted near winner.
9. else
10. Locate a cold node having greatest the sum of connection ages.
11. if A cold node exists then
12. Target if for delection by inflating connection ages: C[i].age = ageMax+1.
13. else
14. numNodes is allowed to increase beyond maxNodeCnt.
15. end if
16. A node will be inserted near winner.
17. end if
18. end if
19. GNG will perform node insertion and deletion in the next time step.

from the GNG cloud as it matures during operation. These quantities allow for
neighborhood learning [14]. By examining the past rewards of neighboring nodes,
the system may select action vectors from among those neighbors whose actions
have received positive rewards in the past. This has the effect of allowing a
cluster of nodes to behave similarly and to learn more rapidly, thereby providing
indications of cluster membership to otherwise unlabeled data. For this research,
two distance metrics are considered. These metrics include:

1. Euclidean distance - node neighbors within a mean distance of all connected
nodes are considered, and

2. Estrada’s network clumpiness metric [15] - node neighbors of maximum
clumpness are considered. Clumpiness Ξ for a given node is computed as
in (1).

Ξij =

⎧
⎨

⎩

kikj
(dij)2

for i �= j

0 for i = j
(1)

where ki is the degree of node xi and dij is the network distance between
nodes xi and xj as computed using Floyd’s algorithm [16] with connection
age serving as length. It is shown in section 5, that although computationally
intensive, clumpiness is highly effective as a means of selecting neighborhood
nodes with action vectors likely to yield positive rewards.
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4 Experimentation

Five participants each performed fifty repetitions of each of the six candidate
gestures. This yielded 250 samples of each gesture for a total of 1500 samples.
Participants were encouraged to perform gestures as consistently as possible.
Dynamic instants (DIs) were computed for each sample. Feature vectors were
constructed from the DIs and presented to the system as described in section
3.4.

The 1500 gesture samples for the six candidate gestures were divided into
two data sets. The training data set consisted of the gestures eat, read and
rest. From these, a set of 450 samples (150 samples of each type) were selected
and randomized. The second test data set consisted of the 750 samples of the
gestures take, give and therapy sequenced randomly. The system was initially
pre-trained using the training data set. The network was constrained to include
100 nodes. This step yields the essential GNG data structures A (node list) and
C (connection list) which define a mature GNG network for the eat, read and
rest gestures contained in the training set.

With the system pretrained, a single epoch (one presentation of all gesture
samples in the data set) was applied one sample at a time according to the use
model described in section 3.4. Upon each presentation of a sample to the system,
a simulation sequence was performed which included execution of GNG, simu-
lation of robotic action, and assignment of reward. This sequence was repeated
for that sample until one of three terminating conditions was reached:

1. The reference node closest to the input gesture sample became fully trained.
2. The input gesture sample received a negative reward in the receptive field of

a fully trained node. In this case, the sample was immediately ignored and
a new node was inserted near the trained node according to Algorithm 1.

3. The number of training iterations exceeded 1000 (the confusion threshold).
This indicates that the formed neighborhood is issuing conflicting action
advice and the input sample is near a boundary between clusters. In this case
also, the sample was ignored. However, the number of attempted learning
iterations was considered in the calculation of outcome metrics.

In this way, a 3-epoch sequence was conducted as described below. Following
each epoch, performance metrics were recorded. These metrics included the total
number of nodes in the GNG network, the number of fully trained nodes, the
percentage of samples ignored, and the average number of training iterations
per sample. The sequence was conducted for the two distance metrics methods
described above.

1. Demonstration of Plasticity. With the system initially trained using the
training data set, a single epoch of the test data set was applied. This phase
was intended to demonstrate the plasticity of the GNG network to learn the
take, give and therapy gestures.

2. Demonstration of Stability of Past Learning. A single epoch of the
training data was reapplied. This phase was intended to demonstrate the
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stability of the system learning implementation. If the implementation is
indeed stable, the outcome would be expected to reflect an already-trained
network. That is, the performance metrics would show iteration counts which
remain tolerably few for a human trainer.

3. Demonstration of Stability of New Learning. A final epoch of the test
data was executed. This phase reinspects the network for the stability of the
newer take, give and therapy gestures introduced by the test data set in the
first epoch.

Results for this experimental procedure are given in section 5.

5 Results and Discussion

Typical results for execution of the three epochs are given in Table 2.

Table 2. Results for three epochs

Epoch
Distance
Metric

# Nodes
# Trained
Nodes

Samples
Ignored
(%)

Average
Iterations

1 Mean 100 85 9.1 7.32

Clumpiness 100 93 7.3 8.89

2 Mean 99 91 4.9 5.62

Clumpiness 100 98 5.6 2.89

3 Mean 100 93 3.1 0.79

Clumpiness 101 100 1.2 0.97

For epoch 1, the GNG network was previously trained to the eat, read and
rest gestures. Application of the test data in the first epoch shows the plasticity
of the network in learning new gesture types under the proposed use model.
Two metrics in particular are seen as key to evaluation of the use model: (1)
the percentage of samples ignored and (2) the average number of training it-
erations. As previously stated, samples may be ignored by taking too long to
train (exceeding a confusion threshold of 1000 iterations). They may also be ig-
nored if they fall into the receptive field of a previously trained node and receive
negative reward. The rationale to ignore such problem samples is based on the
assertion that non-action on the part of the robot is preferred to persisting with
training and ultimately performing an undesirable action. Further, alteration of
a previously trained action would negatively affect the stability of the system.
Thus, the priority for alteration of the network is set in favor of stability over
the attempt to adapt to a rapidly changing input distribution. It can be seen
from Table 2 that the percentage of samples ignored is small (less than 10.0%).
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The clumpiness metric ignores the fewest samples. This is coupled to the
improved separability of the data set as participants were guided to perform
gestures in a uniform manner. With well-defined clusters in the GNG network,
the proximity of any given gesture input to the cluster center for its class is likely
to have improved, while the distance between cluster centers will have increased.
Thus, the clumpiness computation would be more apt to form its neighborhood
from members its own class.

The average numbers of iterations (less than nine iterations per sample) are
manageable in general, if still somewhat burdensome to the user. It is noted,
however, that those gesture samples which are ignored for having exceeded the
confusion threshold will negatively impact this metric. The attempted iterations
are not deducted from the total iteration count over the epoch and thus con-
tribute to a higher average. After several nodes of each gesture class are fully
trained within the network, the overwhelming majority of subsequent samples
requires no training at all. Further, the average number of training iterations is
seen to decrease further in subsequent epochs. These results demonstrate that
the fully trained network which existed before the test data was first applied is
capable of learning new gestures in a human-tolerable number of time steps.

For epoch 2, training data was reapplied to the network after it had been
newly trained with the test data set. These results reflect the stability of the
GNG implementation. It can be seen that both the average number of iterations
and the percentage of samples ignored are now smaller for both distance metric
schemes. Again, the clumpiness metric yields best results.

Epoch 3 underscores the stability of the system which remains stable through
the reapplication of test data. Both the average numbers of iterations and the
number of samples ignored have decreased from the first application of this
data set under both distance metric schemes. The clumpiness metric is typically
(though not always) seen to ignore the fewest samples. Although not reported
quantitatively here, subsequent epochs for either the training data or the test
data frequently resulted in convergence to zero iterations per sample: the entire
network had become fully trained for the available data sets. This result may be
problematic in cases where gesture data is poorly separable; the algorithm may
have overfit the data. A more discriminating method for node insertion may be
desirable to temper the generalizing capability of the network in such cases.

6 Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, we have presented a method for training a gesture-based interface
to a robotic agent (ART) with a human user/trainer. We have introduced a
use model for the agent which attempts to minimize the physical and cognitive
loads on the user in terms of training iterations. It has been shown that the GNG
algorithm offers a construct for learning new gesture classes while retaining past
information. Strategic addition and deletion of GNG nodes based on their history
of user-generated reward within a node neighborhood was shown to facilitate
both plasticity and stability of learning.
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Future work in this area will include development of a means by which training
sequences for a given gesture may be abandoned early if they would fail to
converge. Also, alternative network distance metrics (and models for assigning
connection lengths) will be explored in pursuit of faster neighborhood learning.
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